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C�t�s

G3n7l3 N01s3
0r1g1n
About อาจารย* Arnont
a little story on generating gentle noise
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G3n7l3 N01s3

0r1g1n

Noisey craftmanship and colorful additions combined with
vibrating hamburgers, mothers and hotdogs invite you to release
the gentle noise. You can shape the noise by light and touch, using
your fingery-ears.

The gentle noise project is spreading the idea of transforming what
is considered waste into gentle noise. It started in Thailand as a
part of funeral ceremonies using DIY audio technology. The
artisanal approach is carried on in the project. Not only the sound
but the means are unique to its creator.

Ab�t อาจารย* Arn�t

Arnont Nongyao lives in Chiangmai (TH) - Ho Chi Minh city (VN)
and He is an artist interested and fell in love with the vibration of
things. He likes listening to everything that inspires him to do
experimental sound art. The most important teacher “the master
Khvay Loeung "inspired him to listen and “destroy yourself from
being yourself”1

A message from อาจารย* Arnont:

.-.. .. ... - . -. -.-- --- ..- .-. ... . .-.. ..-.

A message from the synthesizers:

- .... .- -. -.- ... ..-. --- .-. - .... . ..-. ..- -.

1. http://www.arnontnongyao.com/about.html

http://www.arnontnongyao.com/about.html
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read: Ajahn, meaning Salutation for Teachers in Thai

 

a li�le ory � genera�ng g�le noise

It's a Tuesday afternoon in the HacketeriaLab in Zurich where 8 12
Volt Amusement Parks are being played. They all come in different
shapes and sizes but tell a similar story.

It's a day full of scraps, connections, food and noise inbetween
hammering, laughter and sharing concerns and apologies.

After a small removal of its third wire, a Kid gets to take a piggyback
ride on its mom's shoulders.

The hopping and bending make them hungry and luckily there are a
few options. The mom gets a positively charged hotdog with
ketchup, mustard and black sesame seed mayo. Its a special
Tuesday so the Kid gets chose what it wants to eat. First it choses to
eat a pancake but soon enough realizes he needs more energy for
the next ride. He goes with a negatively charged, hand flipped
hamburger.

After a little rest they take the famous Jack Speaker Rollercoaster.
The Sun comes out from behind the Clouds as it provides for
positive vibrations and you hear children screaming as they're
thrown up and down.
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Hexaboard for Hexen
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A very nice and dangerous Amusementpark
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Amusement, Art and Omelets in 5 minutes
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An amusement park for a Nematode
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Strobopark
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